
Product Sample 

 

Product Description

It is mainly suitable for effervescent tablets, milk tablets, candy, vitamins and other flake materials.

 

Product Advantages

Main Features

1. Cap Vibrating System: Loading cap to hopper by manual, automatically arranging cap to rack for
plugging by vibrating system.

2. Tablet feeding system: Put Tablet into hopper by manual, vibrating and sending tablet to channels
automatically for packing preparation.

3.  Tube  feeding  unit:  put  tube  into  hopper  by  manual,  shaking  system  will  send  tube  to  rack
automatically. Tube direction should be checked by manual before put into hopper.

4.  Cap  Pushing  unit:  When  tube  get  tablet,  cap  pushing  system  will  push  cap  and  close  tube
automatically, no tablet no capping, no tube no capping.

5. Electronic Control Section: This machine is controlled by PLC, cylinder and stepper motor.  with
automatic multi-function alarm system.

 



Product Specification

Loading quantity 8-30 pieces/tube
Filling speed 20-40 tubes/min
Diameter of tablet Ф12-30mm
Thickness of tablet 3-8mm
Power supply 220V, 50/60Hz, 1.5kw
Air pressure 0.5-0.6Mpa
Machine weight 680KG
Dimensions About 2400(L)*1600(W)*1800(H)mm

 

Payment

You can pay by 100% T/T, Ali-pay, 70% L/C at sight would be available for qualified bank.

 

Logistics 

It can be shipped by terms of Ex-work, FCA,FOB,CNF,CIF by sea or by air
 DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc，based on the buyer's forwarder or ours.

 

FAQ

Q1.Are you a manufacturer?

A1: Yes, we are an experienced manufacturer with our own brand and production lines.

 

Q2.How about quality of products?

A2: Our technicians and QC teams test the products one by one using aging line, professional devices and
instruments to ensure the quality for all products.

 

Q3.How about price?

A3: We are a manufacturer and always offer our customers the most competitive prices.

 

Q4.How to place an order?

A4: Contact with online service, or sent email to us directly, we will reply to you with product price,
specifications, packing etc. soon. Thank you.

 



Q5.May I send samples to you testing? 

A5: Yes! You are welcome to send us your products to test by our machine.

 

Q6.Can I visit your factory?

A6: Yes, welcome to visit our factory at your convenient time.(automatic tea  filling machine supplier
China)
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